
 

 
 
 

 
Marano Ticino, 01/01/2012 

 
WARRANTY CONDITIONS 

 
1. CAM Srl warrants each CAM attachment for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase 

by the customer.    
 

2. Customer must send the defective CAM attachments or components to the production site of CAM 
Srl at Via Sempione 3bis, 28040 Marano Ticino (NO) for technical expertise. All costs for handling, 
labour for dismantling, transport, inspections and duties shall be at the expense of Customer. 

 
3. The warranty is strictly limited to the replacement or the repair of the CAM attachment, or parts 

thereof, showing a manufacturing defect, according to the final judgment of CAM Srl. 
  

4. With respect to a warranty claim accepted by CAM Srl, transport of the replaced or repaired CAM 
attachment from the CAM-site to the CAM customer shall be at CAM Srl's expense.  The defective 
CAM attachments or parts shall automatically and without compensation become the property of 
CAM Srl upon shipment of the replaced or repaired CAM attachment.  However, the warranty 
excludes all handling and labour costs for re-assembly of the repaired or replaced CAM attachment 
on the lift truck. 

   
5. CAM Srl shall never accept a warranty claim in the following events:  

• customer or end-user have carried out repairs or modifications to the CAM attachment without 
explicit prior authorization from CAM Srl; or 

• the defect results from assembly, maintenance, storage, or use in a manner which is 
inconsistent with the indications and recommendations in the CAM User Manual, use for 
purposes other those described in the CAM User Manual, abnormal use, overloading, or normal 
wear. For example, warranty does not cover "tear or wear parts" (such as bushes, seal kits, etc.), 
or damage resulting from inappropriate use, maintenance or storage (e.g., corrosion resulting 
from storage in open air); or 

• the original CAM type plate, CAM label or serial  number has been removed; or 
• the warranty period has lapsed. 

 
6. In cases where CAM Srl rejects a warranty claim, CAM Srl will supply a non-binding cost estimate for 

the repair of the CAM attachment and will only proceed with repair after having receiving Customer's 
explicit instruction.  Such repair shall be at Customer's expense. 
 

7. CAM Srl's liability is limited to what is mandatory in accordance with the applicable law.  CAM  Srl can 
never be held liable for direct, indirect or consequential damage, or any claims for consequential 
compensation which arise out or in connection with the use of CAM attachments.  In any event the 
maximum amount of CAM Srl's liability is explicitly limited to the purchase price of the CAM 
attachment. 


